Disciplined Agile Coach
Coach Certification Agile Transformation

Training objectives

Course outline




Pre-workshop (Phase 1, asynchronous learning):
 The Disciplined Agile Coach
 Working toward the end goals of DA™ coaching
 Supporting change at the individual, team, and groups of
teams
 Coaching teams within the context of their organization
 Coaching teams through their transformation journey







Coach, Motivate and Inspire Teams with Disciplined Agile
Take your Disciplined Agile knowledge and experience to
the next level. Help organizations achieve true agility by
coaching teams across the enterprise on how to apply
Disciplined Agile and choose their best way of working.
Master the Disciplined Agile tool kit and help teams find
the best way of working for their unique situation.
Understand how to align teams with organizational
strategies and goals to enable agile transformation.
Facilitate culture change and transformation.
Accelerate process improvement.
Establish credibility with organizational leadership.

Target audience



Three years of agile coaching experience
The Disciplined Agile Senior Scrum Master (DASSM)
certification to ensure in-depth knowledge of the
DA™ tool kit and the hundreds of practices and
strategies it contains.

Exam information


Your exam fee is already included in the course fees.



You have 1 year after completing the training to take the
exam online.



Certification is granted after you pass the exam

Your benefits


Official Disciplined Agile Training, which you can only
complete with an PMI-ATP (authorized training partner)
like ALVISSION Training.



Original documentation provided by PMI®.



Training by PMI DA certified trainer & coach.



In addition, the Disciplined Agile Toolkit will provide you
with the knowledge you need to immediately apply what
you have learned in your professional practice.



Learning group sessions with a certified tutor for exam
preparation.

Workshop (Phase 2, in-class learning):
The DA mindset
Working with your existing governance/PMO team
Identifying challenges and competencies
Determining improvement opportunities
Working with the improvement backlog
Creating a coaching playbook
Implementing guided continuous improvement (GCI)
Visualizing and removing impediments
Determining the root cause of issues
Supporting diversity in the workplace
Guiding teams through the change process
Overcoming barriers to decision making
Working with external teams – GCI across disparate
teams
 Helping your organization develop needed capacity















Workshop (Phase 3, after-class learning):
The phase 3 support you will only get at ALVISSION Training
Services.
 Self-study and preparation for the exam
 Guided learning groups with certified DA Experts

Dates
Dates for our Live-Online Trainings and face-to-face trainings
can be found in the schedule on our website.
http://www.alvission.training

Cost
For open trainings, our current price list applies. We will
be happy to provide you with further information on our
training courses and individual in-house trainings and
create a personal offer tailored to your company.

Your Learning Journey
We conduct our events as open trainings or in-house trainings. Individual learning, as flexible as you are:
Choose your personally preferred form of learning from our various learning formats.

Live-Online Training
Training didactically developed for the online format with our
online experts. In our live online trainings, participants
experience interactive and hands-on training with a classroom
feel. Participants work together on collaboration platforms in
digital learning and practice rooms in real time. Learning
success, fun and entertainment characterize our trainings.

Presence Training
Face-to-face training at one of our training locations or as an
in-house event with our experienced trainers. Our trainings are
based on innovative learning formats in combination with
modern didactic and learning pedagogical concepts. With our
experts we ensure your learning success.

About us
We are an authorized PMI® Premier Training Partner since 2020. We are the first training partner in
Germany authorized to offer the entire portfolio of official PMI® certification trainings, Disciplined Agile®
and PMP®. With an international team of experts, our company stands for innovative and interactive
trainings with fun and sustainable learning success. We inspire our customers with our digital live-online
trainings as well as with our proven classroom trainings.

We guarantee:
▪ PMI® trained and certified trainers for Disciplined Agile and PMP®.
▪ Access to the PMI® learning platform with training materials, practical applications and in-depth learning videos.
▪ Provision of the original PMI® authorized workbooks.
▪ 7 PDU per training day. 1 training hour is valid for 1 PDU you need e.g. for re-certification.
ALVISSION stands with an international team of experts for innovative and interactive trainings with fun and
sustainable learning success. We inspire our customers with our digital live-online trainings as well as with our
proven face-to-face trainings.

This is what our customers say
The ALVISSION team put on a great, interactive, and very lively training that is run in an
online format with a lot of effort. Didactically strong with interactive board and group work
and lots of practical stories round out the training. Highly recommended!
More testimonials you ca find here
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